
Les Italiens de Paris

Giorgio de Chirico, his brother Andrea de Chirico (who took the name Alberto 
Savinio), Massimo Campigli, Filippo De Pisis, René Paresce, Gino Severini and Mario 
Tozzi. They followed on the footsteps of Amedeo Modigliani (also Italian), who lived B

and worked in Paris from 1906 until his death. These artists developed new concepts of art, 
distancing themselves from Futurism and re-affirming the importance of the Italian tradition, while 
at the same time establishing themselves firmly in the here and now. Much of their work is an 
homage to classicism but re-visited often in a disturbing, surrealistic or metaphysical way. The 
Lucca Center for Contemporary Art has brought some of these fascinating paintings to Lucca 
where they are now on display.

Le muse inquietanti by Giorgio de Chirico depicts two classical statues with eyeless sartorial 
mannequins for heads, situated in the foreground of a broad, grimly-lit piazza with the Estense 
Castle of Ferrara in the distance, alongside a factory. 

Both Giorgio and his brother were born in Greece, and the classical tradition figures strongly in their 
art, but this is transformed by the historical context in which they lived, between the two world wars.

Le navire perdu by Alberto Savinio offers the colorful and playful vision of a ship filled with toys, 
but which has hit the reefs while an ominous grey sky hovers in the background. In some of 
Savinio's other paintings, we see beautiful images of god-like figures (Prometheus, Apollo) but 
rather than human heads, they have tiny faceless heads, or the heads of ducks.

These are only two of the many (48) uniquely expressive paintings on exhibit at Lu.C.C.A. 
Museum (from 17 October 2015 to 14 February 2016), offering a wide range of emotional 
experiences to the viewer. This exhibition, curated by Stefano Cecchetto and Maurizio Vanni, is 
one of the most exciting events in Lucca in recent years. Don't miss it!

Lucca Center for Contemporary Art - Via della Fratta, 36
Hours: 10am to 7pm Tuesdays to Saturdays

etween 1928 and 1933, a group of  seven Italian artists lived and worked in Paris: 

ne of the reasons for been temporarily transferred to Lucca over the holiday period. 
the success of Ian Bored and chilled by the office air conditioning, he longs for the 
Rankin's detective challenge of a case to solve. And he gets his wish.O novels is the strong At the same time Ursula is planning her wedding with Guido, her 

characterisation of his Detective significantly younger lover. She is the despotic matriarch of a dys-
Inspector John Rebus. Equally functional family of three grown children, each the product of one 
important is his characterisation of her previous marriages. Tebaldo, the eldest, is a former drug 
of Edinburgh, the setting of the addict. Lapo, a university student, is involved in deviant sexual 
novels.  Rankin paints a picture activity. Marianna, about to turn 18, has begun to dabble in drugs. 
of the political, social and cultural In the background are their faithful servants, who, despite 25 years 
aspects of life in the Scottish capi- of service, may be dispensable.
tal as we follow Rebus through On the grounds of the villa lives a tenant family, whom Ursula has 
both the elegant and the less salu- failed to persuade to leave. As tillers of the land, Italian law is on 
brious areas of the ancient city. their side. They bitterly resent Ursula because of her German back-

Following in Rankin’s stylistic ground. For them, the memories of German occupation still linger.
footsteps, Margaret Moore brings As the week progresses, it becomes increasingly clear that Guido 
Lucca to life, as her detective and possibly the entire family, the servants and tenants will be 

Jacopo Dragonetti (Drago) solves a gruesome murder. This is not the potential suspects – a challenge indeed for Drago.
book for those looking for a variation on Under the Tuscan Sun. Broken Chord is the first Jacopo Dragonetti mystery. I look for-

The prologue opens on a sweltering July day. Drago feels bile ris- ward to the next.
ing as he views the mutilated body of the middle-aged Ursula von – by Anne Capanni
Bachman in the bedroom of her recently refurbished villa on the 
outskirts of Lucca. The frenzy of the attack suggests that the killer (Margaret Moore is an Englishwoman who has lived in Barga 
was known to the victim. for many years and already published three novels based in the 

The story proper begins one week earlier. Drago, of an aristo- hilltop town. This novel, published by McNidder and Grace, is 
cratic background, normally based in a town near Florence, has available through Amazon.it)
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Giorgio de Chirico
Le Muse Inquietanti, 1950 ca.

olio su tela, 97x66 cm
Fondazione Carima
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Alberto Savinio
Le navire perdu, 1928
olio su tela, 82x66 cm
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